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A world-renowned hypnotist from Iowa is expected
to “pack the house” for his performance at Eastern
this week.
Story on Page3

“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”

Champs
Women’s soccer team defeats
Tennessee Tech for OVC
crown.
Story on Page 12

UPI approves
bylaw change
129-87 vote allows all faculty, staff
to vote on contract ratification
By Melanie Schneider
Administration editor

The faculty union’s bylaws
were amended Friday after union
members voted to allow all faculty
and staff members the right to vote
on contract ratification.
Members of Eastern’s chapter
of the University Professionals of
Illinois approved the proposal with
129 yes votes to 87 no votes, which
gave fair share members contract
ratification voting privileges. Fair
share members are members of the
faculty and staff who do not choose
to join the UPI, but are part of the
bargaining unit.
All tenure and tenure-track faculty, annually-contracted faculty
and academic support professionals that are covered by UPI and
Eastern’s Board of Trustees’ contract may now vote on whether to
approve or disapprove the union’s
contract.
Previously, only members of
Eastern’s chapter of UPI Local
4100 were allowed to vote on contract ratification.
David Carwell, chair of UPI’s
balloting committee, said fair share
members are not actually members
of the union, but they are bound by
the union’s contract. He said previously, there were some disagreements with faculty members who
were bound by the contract but had
no say about its ratification.
“I think it is a fairly big step as
far as bringing the union and faculty members closer together,”
Carwell said. “I think it is important that the union tries to be as

Mandy Marshall / Photo editor

Think fast
Michael Neuhaus, a sophomore pre-med major, is ready to catch a football that his friend just threw to him Sunday
afternoon in the South Quad. Neuhaus does not catch this one, but he and his three buddies still had fun tossing
the pigskin around in celebration of the Chicago Bears 14-13 victory over the Green bay Packers.

Newman director called to Eastern
By Geneva White
Campus editor

Roy Lanham was working at an
investment firm and not attending
church when he was called upon to
serve as director of the Newman
Catholic Center in 1986.
After receiving his bachelor’s
degree in philosophy from Cardinal
Glennon College in St. Louis,
Lanham studied to become a priest
at Kenrick Theological Seminary

Monday

profile

weekly series featuring a person on campus or in city.

for two and a half years. When he
was just three months away from
diaconate, the last step before
becoming ordained, he dropped
out.
“I did the business world thing

and hated every minute of it,” said
Lanham, now the director of the
Newman Center. “It wasn’t where I
wanted to be.”
While working for A.G.
Edwards and Sons Investment Firm
in St. Louis, Lanham was contacted
by Bob Myer, the pastor of
Lanham's hometown church in
Edwardsville. By then, Myer was a
chaplain for the Newman Catholic
See NEWMAN Page 2

“

I think it is a fairly big step
as far as bringing the union
and faculty members closer
together.
David Carwell,
chair of UPI’s balloting committee

”

inclusive as possible by speaking
for all faculty in the bargaining unit
even if they aren’t members of the
union.”
UPI President Susan Kaufman
said the decision to include all faculty and staff in the contract ratification vote had to take place before
UPI’s contract, currently under
negotiations, was submitted to the
membership for approval.
Carwell said the recent amendment would make the union more
united instead of being divisive in
nature because all faculty and staff
would have a say in whether they
approved the proposed contract.
Kaufman said union membership has ranged from about 66 to
70 percent among faculty and staff
members during the past year.
“We are adding members so
fast,” Kaufman said. “We’ve had
more than 30 people join (UPI)
since August.”
UPI’s contract, which expired in
August, was extended until
Tuesday when the administration
and faculty negotiating teams have
another scheduled meeting.

Searcy enters
innocent plea
By Chris Sievers
Student government editor

Kaleb Searcy, student vice president for student affairs, pleaded
innocent Friday to charges of selling alcohol without a license.
According to the Charleston
Police Department, selling alcohol
without a permit can be classified
as selling cups to purchase alcohol
to selling any alcoholic beverages.
Searcy opted to have his case
heard during a bench trial at 2 p.m.
on Nov. 30.
If found guilty, Searcy
could face a minimum fine of
$350.

S e a r c y
declined comment
after
pleading innocent Friday and
was unavailable
for comment
Sunday.
Kaleb Searcy
According to
the Student Senate Constitution,
student vice presidents are not held
to a higher standard of conduct than
the average student.
Currently, Student Senate
members are held to a higher standard, but efforts are being made to
eliminate the higher standard of
conduct.
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NEWPORT, R.I. (AP) —
Relatives of the victims of
EgyptAir Flight 990 gathered
Sunday to bid them a wrenching
farewell, with one woman wailing
“My baby, my baby!” and others
holding onto each other after an
emotional service at the edge of the
sea where their loved ones remain.
About 250 family members
gathered on a clear, cold afternoon
at a park overlooking the Atlantic
Ocean as leaders of the Jewish,
Christian and Islamic faiths offered
readings, chants and prayers in
three languages.
“Your loss is great, your pain

deep, but you must find solace in
the memory of those wonderful
moments you shared with your
loved ones,” said Egyptian
Ambassador Nebil Fahmy, who
read from the Bible and the Koran.
Relatives were led to the water
through a corridor formed by military personnel and caregivers
including workers from Red Cross,
National Transportation Safety
Board and Salvation Army.
Some wept and wiped their
faces with handkerchiefs as they
dropped flowers into the sea and
lingered to pray and meditate.
Others left their flowers in a wick-

er basket. One woman was so
overcome that she had to be helped
to the beach. Others wailed and
wept.
A military honor guard carried
the basket to a Coast Guard helicopter, which hovered overhead
briefly before slowly departing.
The Coast Guard said the helicopter
would drop the flowers at the crash
site Tuesday and make photographs
with a special camera to give to the
families.
Some relatives scooped up sand
and pebbles and took with them
vials of water from the ocean as
remembrances.

Microsoft, government mull settlement
WASHINGTON (AP) — The nation’s top antitrust
official says the government is “looking at a full range of
remedies” to punish Microsoft following a judge's ruling
that the software giant misused its monopoly powers.
Despite U.S. District Judge Thomas Penfield
Jackson's preliminary findings against Microsoft, however, both the government and the company expressed
a willingness to consider an out-of-court settlement.
In an open letter, Microsoft Chairman Bill Gates
said the company is committed to “a fair and responsible” resolution. The company’s chief operating officer,
Bob Herbold, said on the Sunday talk shows that
“there’s nothing we’d like more than to settle this case.”
Assistant Attorney General Joel Klein, who also
appeared on three television programs, said, “Obviously
settlement is always an option.”
Neither Klein nor Herbold would suggest what an
agreement might entail.
“We would need a settlement that deals with the very
findings that the court made in this case, a settlement that

Newman
from Page 1

Center and asked Lanham if he would be interested in coming to Eastern and being the director.
“At the time, (Father Myer) said ‘How about
it?’ I wasn’t even going to church,” Lanham
said.
To persuade Lanham to take the job and get
involved with the church again, Myer gave him a
copy of a pastoral letter written by U.S. Catholic
Bishops about the Church’s role in higher education. That letter changed his perspective and attitude.
“The letter really put fire in my belly,”
Lanham said. “It gave me a passion to want to be
involved in students’ lives.”
The main focus of the letter was the need for
dialogue on college campuses and the importance of educating the spirit as well as the mind.
“Theology is the queen of the sciences and
somehow, in our task of life and education, the
spiritual piece has to be interwoven into the intellectual, emotional or psychological dimensions
of university life,” he said. “Otherwise, we’re
missing the boat and we’re not educating the
whole person.”
Although Lanham knew he did not want to
become a priest, he was sure he was called to
serve the church in some way.
“I’m not sure I was called to be a priest,”
he said. “I think I have some gifts and talents
for ordained ministry but I didn't feel the call

produces consumer choice, innovation and competition
in the market,” Klein said on “Fox News Sunday.”
He cited “serious issues here about law enforcement
and the antitrust laws. And of course if Microsoft were
prepared to engage on those issues, we would be prepared as well.”
In Gates’ letter, which appeared as a full-page
advertisement in The Washington Post, he wrote that
“Microsoft is committed to resolving this matter in a
fair and responsible manner, while ensuring that the
fundamental principles of consumer benefit and innovation are protected.”
“At the heart of this case,” he said, “is whether a successful American Company can continue to improve its
products for the benefit of consumers.”
The letter, addressed “To Our Customers, Partners
and Shareholders,” also appeared on Microsoft's World
Wide Web site, dated Friday, the day Jackson released
his ruling. It was similar to a statement Gates read on
the same day.

for that.”
A few years after accepting his position at the
Newman Catholic Center,
Lanham began taking summer classes at Notre Dame to
receive his master’s degree in
theology. It was during one
of those summers he met his
wife Sher, who he believes to
Roy Lanham
be his soul mate and greatest
accomplishment in life.
“My greatest accomplishment is my family,”
Lanham said. “Because we’re called to be in
relationships. When we’re in relationships, we
mirror our God.”
Lanham and his wife are busy raising three
children; Geri, 6, Frank, 5, and Keri, 13, who
they brought into their home a year ago when
Keri’s mother, a former building service worker
at Eastern, passed away.
At Eastern, Lanham said his greatest accomplishment is the newly-constructed Newman
Catholic Center, which celebrated its first mass
in August. The new building is Eastern’s first oncampus worship site.
“Part of the vision of building a new church
and center is so we could really meet the needs
of our college students and show them the
church has relevance in their lives,” he said. “The
new building has opened up a whole new avenue
for us. Our hope is to help students have encounters with the divine.”
Some of the work Lanham does at the
Newman Catholic Center includes teaching faith
formation classes and counseling students about
issues such as abortion and homosexuality. He
also serves as adviser to the Haiti Connection, a

23 hurt in roof
collapse at a
Florida church
ALTAMONTE
SPRINGS,
Fla. (AP) — The concrete roof of
a covered walkway collapsed
Sunday as churchgoers socialized between services and ate
donuts and coffee, injuring 23
people.
Dozens of people were on or
near the 72-foot-long walkway at
St. Mary Magdalene Catholic
Church when the structure came
down, witnesses said.
“I heard the crash, looked out
the window, saw everybody running, but I didn't know what it
was all about,” said Sister Rita
Galligan, who heard the collapse
from her home at the convent
next door.
“When I went over there, they
were just lying on the ground
with people all around them.”

Correction
An article in Friday’s edition of
The Daily Eastern News incorrectly stated the organizer of a salsa
event for the Residence Hall
Association. The event is being
organized by Christine Demma
and the Andrews Hall Council.
An article in Friday’s edition of
The News misspelled Sara
Gillenwater’s name.
The News regrets the errors.

student group that does volunteer efforts
throughout the year to aid the people of Haiti.
This Saturday, he will help students distribute
Thanksgiving baskets to economically disadvantaged families in Charleston.
Many of Eastern’s problems and concerns
could be solved if members of the campus community would have respect and mutuality for one
another, he said.
“That would include how
the UPI
(University Professionals of Illinois) and the
administration treats one another in these current
contract negotiations (or) how the students treat
building service workers in the residence halls,”
he said. “If we had a sense of mutual respect,
sexism is gone; racism is gone.”
While Lanham is known for always being
flamboyant and pleasant, there is one thing that
really irks him.
“What makes me angry and gives me angst
more than anything is the lack of concern for the
other person,” he said. “It seems we’re so overwhelmed with the stuff of life we forget everything we do impacts others. It seems like we’re
always concerned about how much we can get as
opposed to how much we can give.”
Unless Lanham loses the passion he has for
the Newman Center and students, Lanham said
he plans to stay at Eastern for at least 30 more
years. Occasionally, though, he said he ponders
the idea of going to a Third World country and
working with the poor.
“Then I realize maybe (the Newman Center)
is where I’m supposed to be,” he said. “I’m giving folks the chance to put the pieces together in
their lives and then maybe those people can go
to Third World countries and work with the
poor.”
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Model United Nations
looking for members
By Chris Sievers
Student government editor

An informational meeting will
be held Thursday for students interested in being part of the Model
United Nations team.
The meeting will be at 6 p.m. in
Room 205 of Coleman Hall.
Cortney McDermott, a member
of the Model United Nations team,
said the Model UN imitates the
work of the UN in New York.
McDermott said each university
that participates in the Model Un is
assigned a country to represent.
“We deal with all areas from
economics, social issues to national
security,” she said.
By participating in the Model
UN, McDermott said students will
get a strong taste of international
issues.
“You really take on the personality of the nation state,” she said.
McDermott said last year’s
Model UN team was award-winning.
“The entire Midwest competes

“

We deal with all areas, from
economics, social issues to
national security.
Cortney McDermott,
member of the Model United Nations
team

”

and we were one of six teams to
win an award,” she said.
McDermott said it was a surprise Eastern won because the same
schools usually win each year.
Next week, the Model UN team
will have a general assembly practice session, where they will act out
what they will be doing in the
spring.
The meeting is open to all students.The fall General Assembly
will be held at 3:15 p.m. on Nov.
16. For more information, contact
McDermott at 581-7672.

Hypnotist guarantees he will
put audience under a spell
Sami Sarraf
Staff writer

World-renowned hypnotist Jim
Wand will put students under his
spell at 8 p.m. today in the Grand
Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
As
founder
of
Wand
Enterprises, located in East
Dubuque, Iowa, Wand has been in
the entertainment business for
about 15 years. This will be one of
Wand’s many visits to Eastern,
said Devin Dittrich, special events
coordinator.
“He is definitely known by the
students and will most likely pack

the house,” said Dittrich.
Among his many accomplishments in the field of entertainment,
Wand has been nominated 12
years in a row by NACA for
Novelty Entertainer of the Year.
Dittrich said his sole purpose is to
entertain the audience by interacting with them.
Out of the 800 or more people
expected to attend the event, a
handful will be selected to take
part in Wand’s spell binding acts.
Dittrich said early arrival is recommended to guarantee a seat.
Admission is free for students with
student IDs and is $2 for faculty,
staff and the general public.

Mandy Marshall / Photo editor

Swingin’ baby
Jillian Klean, a sophomore speech communications major, swings during her study break Sunday afternoon in
Morton Park on Lincoln Avenue. Klean and two of her friends spent two hours studying before taking a 20 minute
swing break.

Committee looking for new members
By Chris Sievers
Student government editor

The newly-created Student
Senate External Relations committee is looking for two students
to serve on the committee to help
address issues concerning the city
of Charleston and Eastern.
Applications can be picked up
in the Student Activities Center
located on the second floor of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union. Applications must be
turned in by Nov. 10, and no late
applications will be accepted, said
Jeremy Ruppel, chair of the
External Relations committee.
Ruppel said the role of the students who sit on the committee
would be to discuss issues con-

“

Their role would be to help
the committees perform in
various ways.
Jeremy Ruppel,
chair of the External Relations
Committee

”

cerning the university and
Charleston community.
“Their role would be to help
the committee perform in various
ways,” he said. “(Members would)
come up with new ideas, suggestions and address concerns with
the city of Charleston and address

concerns from the City of
Charleston to the university.”
Students will work with Mayor
Dan Cougill, City Council members, Student Senate members,
Charleston residents, the Chamber
of Commerce, faculty members
and the administration, Ruppel
said.
Last month, senate members
voted to instate the new committee and remove the Appropriations
Committee, which reports to the
Appropriations Board, to help
bridge the gap between Charleston
residents and members of the university community.
The committee will meet once
a month and the students who
serve on the committee will have
voting privileges, Ruppel said.

Fall Forum being held
to discuss survey results Senate to let students ‘speak their minds’
By Melanie Schneider
Administration editor

The Faculty Senate Tuesday will
host the Fall Forum to discuss
results of the faculty survey, which
was given to address the problems
and issues that faculty members
thought the university needed to
address.
The Fall Forum, which will be
held in place of the senate’s regular
meeting, will take place at 2 p.m. in
the Charleston/Mattoon Room of
the Martin Luther King Jr.

H A P P Y B I R T H DAY
J E L LY !

University Union.
Senate Chair Bonnie Irwin previously said the senate’s idea is to have
all members of the forum break up
into four groups, and each will discuss a different issue. Once these
discussions are through, the groups
will come together for a general talk
concerning all of the issues.
All of the groups will be represented by at least one Faculty
Senate member, and Irwin said senate members will be allowed to
choose which group to participate
in.

Forum will offer the opportunity to express concerns
By Shauna Gustafson
Staff writer

The second Speak Your Mind forum will be held
Tuesday to allow students an opportunity to present
Student Senate members with their concerns.
The forum will be held from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on
the second floor stairwell of Coleman Hall.
Different senate members will be present throughout the day to talk with students.
A previous forum was held Oct. 18. but only four
students attended.

So, you’ve got a God-given
talent for graphic design.

Well, USE IT!!!

The Daily Eastern News is now
hiring ad designers for 1999.

You want $$...
we’ll pay you.
Love, Kelly, Stella,
Amy, Kristi & Amanda

Busy schedule?
We ve got flexible
hours.

It s a great
resume builder!

Opportunity is knocking... So answer the stinkin’ door!!!
Apply in Buzzard Hall at the Student Publications office weekdays b/n
8:00am-4:30pm. Or call Jen Evans at 345-2127.

Senate member Will Brooks said students will
be able to talk with senate members about problems.
Brooks also said there would be surveys for students to fill out to give senate committees a better
idea of what students think of projects senate committees are working on.
He said pizza also will be available for students
who participate in the forum.
“This is once again an excellent opportunity for
students of Eastern to share their problems with
members of Student Senate,” Brooks said.

The Ladies of Alpha Gamma
Delta
are proud to announce
Mik e Car lin
of Pi Kappa Alpha
as their new
Alpha Gam Man
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Come one,
come all

T

he Faculty Senate Tuesday will host
the annual Fall Forum. Faculty members should make every effort to attend
and share their ideas with their col-

leagues.
The faculty is an important part of Eastern’s
campus and their opinions should be heard; the
Fall Forum presents this opportunity.
This year, the senate is planning to have the
people who attend the forum break up into four
separate groups and have each group discuss a
separate issue. Once the discussions are
through, the groups will come together and hold
a general discussion on all of the issues.
Faculty members
Fall Forum
can choose which disFaculty members should take
cussion they would
the opportunity to share their
like to join and each
ideas with fellow faculty memgroup will be reprebers at the Fall Forum Tuesday.
sented by a member of
the senate.
With this process, faculty members can participate in the decisions they know the most
about or feel the strongest about.
Not only will the forum allow people to participate in the areas they want to, it also allows
room for everyone opinions to be heard by
dividing people into smaller groups.
In addition, the small groups can act as an
idea exchange.
A senate member will be in each group to
report back to the senate. With the senate member participating in the group the Faculty Senate
will be better able represent the faculty.
The topics for the Fall Forum were greatly
influenced by the results of the faculty survey,
which will help ensure the forum topics will be
those considered relevant by faculty members.
This is an opportunity for faculty to express
their ideas and see their idea expressed in the
Faculty Senate actions.
This is the time for faculty to take their complaints, compliments and concerns to the
Faculty Senate, because this is the time to shape
new procedures and ideas.

editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.
■ The

“

Today’s quote

Public opinion in this country is everything.
Abraham Lincoln,
16th U.S. President, 1809-1865

”

Convenience doesn’t come cheap

W

e live in an era of
convenience. People
know what they
want, and they want it now.
Perhaps that's why there is
at least one fast food restaurant
in every town or city in
America and why every one of
Nicole Meinheit
those fast food restaurants has
a drive-through.
Managing editor
And if a drive-through is too
much trouble, a lot of places
deliver.
At one time only pizza and Chinese food was brought
to your door, but now almost anything can be delivered.
In some big cites McDonald's delivers, and right here in
Charleston Subway delivers.
Of course this extra convenience doesn't come for free.
There is a fee for this service, and there should be.
This service costs the business money and while every
business is trying to cater to the customer, the line “the
customer is always right” stops when the customer costs
the business money.
The same idea is true with ATMs.
There is an ATM on nearly every corner of every city
in every state. This means that an Eastern student with an
account at Charleston bank can get cash from their
account in any corner of any street in any city in any state
and an added bonus – at any time.
Of course this service isn’t free. For customers the
average fee is $1.50 to get cash from an ATM that isn’t
owned and operated by their bank – the ATM in the
Martin Luther King Jr. Union charges $1.50 fee. Some
banks also charge their customer $1 or $2 for using another bank’s ATM.
While these fees may make balancing your checkbook
a headache, they aren’t unreasonable.
If you were going to cash a check, you either cash it at

Attempting to dispel
Native American myths
Well here it is November, the month
that all Americans celebrate the settlement of the new world.
But what is a little known fact is this
is "Native American Heritage Month".
I would like to introduce you to the
"INDIAN" culture by giving you some
little known facts and dispelling some
myths about our people since very little
is done to recognize the "ORIGINAL
PEOPLE".
Let’s start with the name "INDIAN", until Columbus there were no
Indians.
Before Columbus we were human
beings with separate lives, laws,
languages.
We were known as the Aniishinabe,
Titon,Wapiton, Cisiton, etc. instead of
the generic native Americans or
Indians.

a bank where you have an
account or the bank the check
was drawn from.
No one would go to a ran“There is an ATM dom bank an expect to get
cash; the idea is ludicrous. Yet
on nearly every
people expect to get cash from
corner of every
other bank’s ATMs for free.
city in every state.”
John Stafford of the
California Banker Association
compared getting cash from an
ATM to buying pop from a
vending machine.
“If you want it here, right now and cold, you're going
to pay more for it than you would in a grocery store,” he
told the Chicago Tribune.
No mater how ludicrous the idea, San Francisco voters
approved Proposition F, the first initiative to ban fees at
ATMs.
And last month the Santa Monica, Calif., City Council
approved the nation’s first ban on ATM fees. Soon after,
other California cities proposed similar measures and the
idea is catching on in other places like New York City and
New Orleans, La.
Iowa and Connecticut are the only two states that do
not allow ATM fees, but these states’ laws banning to fees
are being challenged in court.
While everyone would like to get something for free,
the bottom line is ATMs are providing a service.
In our capitalist society, whenever someone finds a
new and more convenient way to offer a service they
charge for it, and if people pay, the service lasts.
Banks have found this is a service people will pay for,
just like delivery from McDonald's – more than likely, it
will last.
Nicole Meinheit is a junior English major and a biweekly
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is
cunmm2@pen.eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.
■

Your
turn
Letters to the editor
Five hundred individual nations
upon this continent that WE call Turtle
Island, 500 separate languages, laws,
lives, beliefs and yet all connected.
We interacted with one another
through trade, traveling the water ways
and the paths learned and passed down
from generation to generation.
We gather together and had great
festivals (pow-wow), were we ate
shared stories traded goods and flirted
with the ladies or they with the young
men.
To dispel a myth, contrary to popular "historical fact" there were no wars.
There were however disputes that
would arise from time to time but were
quickly settled by elders and other
leaders of the people.

Send letters to the editor via e-mail to cudmp2@pen.eiu.edu

Conflict did not come into existence
until the encroachment of the new
white people, but that as they say is
another story. Miigwech.

Tom Leonard/Koqii Inini
building service worker

Letter policy
The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor addressing local, state,
national and international issues. They
should be less than 250 words and
include the author’s name, telephone
number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major.
Faculty, administration and staff should
indicate their position and department.
Letters whose authors cannot be verified
will not be printed. Depending on space
constraints, we may have to edit your
letter, so keep it as concise as possible.
Letters and guest columns are published
on a first-submitted basis.
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Sorority, HERC to join forces for daily
lecture on women’s health issues

briefing

By Geneva White
Campus editor

Four speakers will address health issues concerning women today during an educational lecture at 7
p.m. in the Effingham Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
“Empowering Women: mind, body and soul” is
sponsored by the Alpha Sigma Omega Latina sorority and the Health Education Resource Center. The
event will focus on nutrition, eating disorders,
women’s diseases, drugs and alcohol and depression.
The speakers include Melanie Burns, an instructor in
the family and consumer sciences department; Dr.
Sheila Baker from Health Services; Eric Davidson of
the Health Education Resource Center; and Linda
Anderson, a counselor at the Counseling Center.
“We want to educate women the best way we
can,” said Kelly Tull, vice president of Alpha Sigma
Omega and co-coordinator of the event. “It’s the end
of the semester and people need to know what’s up
with these things – drugs, alcohol, diseases, nutrition
and eating disorders. “
The information the speakers will present is available at Health Services and the Health Education
Resource Center, but people rarely take advantage of

“

Bank teller foils
attempted robbery

We want to educate women the best way we
can. It’s the end of the semester and people
need to know what’s up with these thingsdrugs, alcohol, diseases, nutrition and eating
disorders.

CENTREVILLE (AP) –
Three women who allegedly
beat a 92-year-old woman and
tried to force her to withdraw
$10,000 from the bank were
arrested after a bank teller
noticed duct tape around the
woman’s neck, Centreville
police said.

Kelly Tull,
vice president of Alpha Sigma Omega

”

it, Tull said.
“This gives you the opportunity to hear about and
have participation in a variety of topics in a short
period of time,” Tull said. “It will just be overall a
pretty informative hour.”
Although the event is geared toward women, Tull
said anyone is welcome to attend. She said the presentation may be useful for students who have to
write a paper about some of the topics that will be
discussed. However, some male students may feel
uncomfortable.
“This encompasses a lot about women’s lives and
problems women have in college,” Tull said.

Women convicted
of manslaughter
may never see
inheritance
EWARDSVILLE (AP) —
It’s been more than seven years
since Olive Apponey died in
her sleep, her malnourished,
80-pound body poisoned with a
combination of codeine and
sleeping aids.
Since then, her estate has
passed from lawyer to lawyer
and judge to judge as authorities prosecuted the woman her
took Apponey in, took control
of her money and began
arranging her funeral days
before her 1992 death.
Now, nearly a year after
Carolyn Kramer was sentenced
to probation for involuntary
manslaughter, the government’s
effort to keep her from inheriting Apponey’s estate is finally
picking up steam.

Department to celebrate speech week
Activities include bowling challenge, persuasive speaking contest
By Elizabeth O’Riley
Activities editor

The speech communication
department will hold a number of
events this week to celebrate
speech communication and present some of the opportunities
offered in the field.
Speech week will begin today
with “Life After a Bachelor’s
Degree: Being a Graduate Student
in Speech Communication.” The
presentation will be from 5:30 to
6:30 p.m. in Room 119 of
Lumpkin Hall, a press release
stated.
Preliminaries for the annual
Smith-Merrit Persuasive Speaking
Contest also will be held today at
7 p.m. in Coleman Hall
Auditorium.
“Tradition and Technology in

Local Newscasts” will be presented from 12:30 to 1:45 p.m. on
Tuesday. Frank Oglesbee, associate professor of speech communication, will present the lecture in
Room 121 of Coleman Hall, a
press release stated.
Dave Comerford, communications specialist for the Illinois
Federation of Teachers, will speak
at 7 p.m. Tuesday on the use of the
Internet in public relations. The
lecture will be held in the Phipps
Lecture Hall in the Physical
Science Building.
On Wednesday, the Eastern
speech team’s presentations will
be from 9 until 11 a.m. and the
finals for the persuasive speaking
contest will be at 7 p.m, a press
release stated.
A discussion on health communication minors will be held

Thursday from 9:30 until 10:45
a.m. in Room 176 of Lantz
Gymnasium. From 12:30 until
1:45 p.m. a class discussion on
“Further Commentary on Local
Newscasts” will be held in Room
121 of Coleman Hall. A teacher
education panel will be held from
2 until 3:15 p.m. in Room 116 of
Coleman Hall.
Ending the activities of the
week will be a faculty/student
bowling challenge from 5 to 7
p.m. Friday in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union
Bowling Lanes. Interested students and faculty members can
register in Room 231B of
Coleman Hall; registration and a
fee are required to participate.
All the Speech Week events,
excluding the bowling challenge,
are free and open to the public.

Bradley tapping
GOP donors in
presidential run
SPRINGFIELD (AP) —
Former Gov. James R.
Thompson gave to please a
client.
Former Congressman
Donald H. Rumsfed gave in
friendship.
And Jayne Thompson,
Illinois’ first lady for 14 years,
gave to help a candidate in
need.
They and other prominent
Republicans, including some
of the GOP’s most reliable
donors from corporate board
rooms, have helped turn reliable donors from corporate
board room, have helped turn
the state into a major cash-

Workshop to focus on ‘the gift of fear’
Staff writer

The Counseling Center today will host “The Gift
of Fear,” a workshop that focuses on fear and the
ways it affects people.
The workshop will be held at 7 p.m. in the
Charleston/Mattoon Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.

Advertise
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Birthday
Happy Birthday!
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Poll indicates Gov.
Ryan’s ratings
are slipping
CHICAGO (AP) — The
public appears to be reassessing
the job Gov. George Ryan is
doing, as a new poll shows slipping ratings among Illinois voters, the Chicago Tribune reported Sunday.
The poll indicated that half
the state’s voters disapprove of
Ryan’s handling of the licenses-for-bribes scandal that began
when he was secretary of state.
His recent trip to Cuba did
not appear to help him, generating mixed reaction.

Spertus Museum
features exhibit on
Jewish Labor
movement
CHICAGO (AP) — Two
Lithuanian waggoners nicknamed “long Sabbath” and
“short Friday” stare at the camera.
There are women, too – like
“Miss G. Goorevits,” who wore
a heavy fur hat and among 32
portraits of Russina revolutionaries who were imprisoned or
executed; many of them were
Jewish.
The legacy of these and
many other laborers is documented in an exhibition titile
“Workers and Revolutionaries:
The Jewish Labor Movement.”
The exhibit, which first
appeared at the Museum of the
Jewish Diaspora in Tel Aviv,
Israel, runs through Nov. 28 at
the Spertus Museum, its only
U.S. venue.

Historians link
building to slaves
EQUALITY (AP) — The
Crenshaw House in Gallatin
County has been a center of
intrigue for more than 160
years.
Better known as the Old
Slave House, the structure has
fascinate visitors who climbed
a narrow wooden stairway to
the attic on the third floor.
There, they were told, kidnapped blacks were held, often
in chains, sometimes beaten
and tortured, and sold into slavery down South.

ΑΣΤ ΑΣΤ ΑΣΤ ΑΣΤ ΑΣΤ ΑΣΤ ΑΣΤ ΑΣΤ ΑΣΤ ΑΣΤ

Alpha Sigma
T au
would like to congratulate

Jason Mathey
of Sigma Chi
for becoming our new
sweetheart

ΑΣΤ ΑΣΤ ΑΣΤ ΑΣΤ ΑΣΤ ΑΣΤ ΑΣΤ ΑΣΤ ΑΣΤ

If you’re reading this...

David Onestak, director of the Counseling
Center, will present the workshop, which is designed
to help participants become more aware of the warning signs of fear and how to identify them, a press
release stated.
According to a press release, the workshop also
will help participants detect whether another person
is a danger to them.
The workshop is free and open to the public.

ΑΣΤ ΑΣΤ ΑΣΤ ΑΣΤ ΑΣΤ ΑΣΤ ΑΣΤ ΑΣΤ ΑΣΤ

By Amanda Martinez

producer for democratic presidential candidate Bill Bradley.
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Help wanted

Help wanted

For rent

$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No experience
required. Free information packet. Call (202) 452-5942
______________________12/13
WANTED!! STUDENTS to fill
vacancies left by last years’ graduates! NEW WAGE SCHEDULE!
Professional employment opportunities available after graduation.
If you are looking for experience
working with individuals with
developmental disabilities in a
small residential setting, come to
CCAR Industries, 1530 Lincoln
Ave., Charleston, IL 61920 and
complete an employment application!! E.O.E.
______________________12/13
An individual with a bachelor’s
degree needed for professional
position working with DD adults
and children. Duties include case
management, must be organized
and have good leadership abilities. PT and FT available. Great
benefits
for
FT,
include
health/life/dental/401K.
Send
resume to 1550 Douglas Suite
203. Atten: Human Resources,
Charleston EOE.
______________________12/13
Turn $50 into $100 TODAY! Fun
and Magical. Work at home. Earn
extra income.
$500 -$5000
PT/FT. Free booklet (888)2486028.
______________________11/23
Circulation position available.
Early bird hours, starting at 3:30
am. Apply in person at 1802
Buzzard
Hall,
Student
Publications.
______________________12/13
WILDLIFE JOBS TO $21.60/HR.
Inc. benefits. Game wardens,
security, maintenance, park
rangers. No exp. needed. For
app. and exam info call 1-800813-3585, ext. 2435, 8 am- 9pm, 7
days fds inc
______________________11/19
POSTAL JOBS TO $18.35/HR.
Inc. benefits, No experience. And
Exam info, call 1-800-813-3585,
ext 2434. 8am- 9pm, 7 days fds,
inc.
______________________11/19
Own a Computer? Put it to Work!
$25-$75/hr. PT/FT, 1-877-8647811, www.ProsperityOne.com
______________________11/19
NO GIMMICKS
EXTRA INCOME NOW!
ENVELOPE STUFFING-$600$800 every week. Free Details:
SASE to International 1375
Coney Island Ave., PMB #427,
Brooklyn, NY 11230.
______________________11/10
FREE BABY BOOM BOX+EARN
$1200. Fundraiser for student
groups and organizations. Earn

up to $4 per MasterCard app. Call
for info or visit our website.
Qualified callers receive a FREE
Baby Boom Box 1-800-932-0528
ext. 119 or ext.125 www.ocmconcepts.com
_______________________11/8
Nannies wanted in Norway for 2
related families. Call 217-5866534 for details on this exceptional opportunity.
______________________11/12

other utilities). Discount for full
payment in advance. Call 3453410.
_______________________11/8
Very nice 2 bedroom apartment,
carpeted, new appliances, all utilities except electric. Sublease
through May 2000. $450/month.
348-6422 anytime.
______________________11/10
3 to 4 bedroom townhouse,
washer/dryer, 2 1/2 baths. 3454494, 233-0656, 345-4279.
_______________________11/8
Need 3rd Roommate to share
spacious
three
bedroom
Apartment in Charleston. Near to
E.I.U. campus, Indoor Swimming
Pool, Hot Tub, Fitness Center.
(2nd Semester Lease) Call 3455022. Only Female Students need
reply.

Wanted
WANTED: Grey late model T-Bird
seen parked on campus w/ for
sale sign 345-7878
_______________________11/8

For rent
BRITTANY RIDGE APTS. 4 bedrooms for 5 people, 2 1/2 baths,
w/d, Dishwasher, range, and
Fridge. Unfurnished. 12 month
lease. $200/person. Call 3488886, leave message.
_______________________11/8
McArthur Manor apartment, 2
bedroom furnished, no pets, no
parties. 345-2231.
______________________12/13
Now leasing for Fall Semester
2000. 6 Bedroom home. Several
3 bedroom homes and several 1
bedroom apartments. 348-0006.
______________________11/16
3 to 4 bedroom town house.
Washer/Dryer, 2 1/2 baths.
345-4494, 233-0565, 345-4279
______________________12/13
Nice close to campus unfurnished
houses for 2000-2001 school
year. NO PETS! $250 per month
/ per person 12 month lease call
345-3148.
______________________12/13
Women Only-Rooms for Rent
Jan-May lease or longer. One blk.
from union.
Fully furnished
House. $275.00/mo. for single,
$230.00/mo. for dble., Utilities incl.
Pat Novak (630)789-3772 eves. or
leave message.
______________________11/11
Fall 2000-Houses for 5 to 7 people. Also 1, 2, 3 bedroom apartments. 345-5048.
______________________12/13
2 bedroom apartment for 2 people
$260 per month plus cable bill
(includes all other utilities).
Discount for full payment in
advance. Call 345-3410.
_______________________11/8
African-American male college
student seeks roommate. 2 bedroom apartment. $260 per month
plus 1/2 cable bill (includes all

After reading
The

Daily
Eastern
News
Please

Recycle

it!

Sublessors
Male sublessor needed Spring ‘00
very close to campus $300.00
includes heat and util. 345-0774.
______________________11/10
Female sublessor needed ASAP
for Spring 2000. Close to campus. Call 348-0649.
______________________11/18
SUBLESSOR NEEDED Spring
2000. 2 bdrm furnished apt.
Close to campus.
Rent
Negotiable. Call 348-0858.
______________________11/12
3 Bedroom apartment for Spring
2000 in Park Place. Nice, Cheap,
Furnished, and very close to campus. Call 345-5073.
______________________11/12
Sick of your roommate? Get a
one bedroom apt. in Pinetree
Spring “00 and/or Summer. Call
581-6184.

Roomates
Female Roommate needed for
Spring Semester w/ 3 others.
Own room. $210/month. Call
Angie 345-6906 or Tara 348-6412.
______________________11/19
M/F Roommate needed Spring
Semester. Own Room. House
close to campus. Call 348-6748.
_______________________11/8
Roommate needed for Spring
2000 to share 2 bedroom apt.
Close to campus. Please call
Maura @ 345-9316
_______________________11/9
Female roommate needed for
Spring “00. $320 per mo. all furnished, all utilities included,
except phone bill. Call 345-8274
for more information.
______________________11/19

Announcements
JAMAICAN TAN - 6 Wolff units, so
you can always get in!!
November-December Specials
107.9 the X. FREE drawings!
FREE session w/pkg. purchase!
FREE lotion sample to 1st time
J.T. tanner! Group Rates. 3480018
________________________00
Are you an athlete? Have sore
muscles, aches and pains? The
solution is Dry Hydrotherapy
Massage! Find relief! First session is FREE! And you can afford
to do it 1 or 2 times/week. Only at
Jamaican Tan 348-0018.
________________________00
Bankrupt, Bad Credit? Nowhere
to turn? Weekend Help! Call us
toll free 1-888-672-5556.
______________________12/10
ORDER OF OMEGA MOVIES.
Important meeting-Monday, Nov.
8 at 9:30 in Casey Room. Don’t
forget!
_______________________11/8

Personals
Welcome back students! Tropi
Tan special-10 tans for $25. 618
W. Lincoln. 348-8263
______________________12/14
Run a Birthday Ad and surprise
your sweetie! Only $12. Stop by
1802 Buzzard today!
______________________12/13
To the ladies of SIGMA KAPPA:
The men of SIGMA CHI would like
to thank you for a great
Homecoming.
_______________________11/8
Kara-Thank you for being such a
great Formal Chair! Schrock
_______________________11/8
Alpha Omincrons of AST good
luck during I-Week!
_______________________11/8
Courtney
ScrivnerCongratulations on getting initiated! I am so proud of you kiddo!
Love, Bacon.
_______________________11/8
Is your organization ordering Tshirts, glassware or cups for an
upcoming event? Visit our website:
www.prographicssportswear.com, for the best shirt
designs and party favor prices in
the industry!
______________________11/11

Adoption
Give life. Help an infertile couple
through maternal surrogacy. Any
nationality acceptable. Excellent
compensation. 800-450-5343.
_______________________12/3
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CampusClips
THE SOCIETY OF METAPHYSICAL ADVANCEMENT. regular meeting on Monday, November, 8 at 7:30
pm in Coleman Hall 121. Please bring any books you
might be willing to lend in trade for others. (i.e. The
Mahabharata, Reiki for the modem world).
THE AGENCY. Meeting on Monday, Nov., 8 at 5 pm in
Buzzard 2436.
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION. Speaker
meeting on November 8 at 7pm in LH119. Business casual required. Pizza at Jerry’s afterwards.
LEARNING ASST. CENTER. The Learning Assistance
Center is offering its sixth workshop in the 30-minute student series. “Writing APA Style Papers” is an introductory workshop on the American Psychological Association
publication style. The workshop will focus on text formatting, citation and references. Participants will be given
a handout that explains these aspects of the APA style, and
they will then edit a sample paper. This workshop will be
offered at Room 2016, Ninth Street Hall on Monday,
November 8, from 5-5:30 pm. The workshop will be
repeated on Tuesday, November, 9; Wednesday,
November, 10; and Thursday, November, 11. Please call
581-6696 for more information or to make reservations.
Everyone is welcome.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER. Mass on November 8
at 12:05pm at the Newman Chapel.
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY. Meeting on November 8 at
8pm in Oakland Room.
STUDENT READING COUNCIL. Meeting with Student
Teachers on Monday, Nov., 8 at 7pm. Come relieve fears
of student teaching by listening to a current student
teacher and her coordinator.
ASO & HERC. Empowering women: mind, body, & soul
on 11/8 at 7:00 in Effingham. Free admission. All are
welcome!
STUDENT EDUCATION ASSOCIATION. November
meeting on November 10, 1999 at 7:00 pm in the
Charleston/Mattoon Rm in the Union. Topic: PTA.
MATH ENERGY CLUB. Everyone is welcome to join us
on Monday, November 8 at 7 pm in the University
Ballroom as we hear speaker Kimberly Gordon speak
about great activities for the classroom. Perfect for all
future teachers!
BACCHUS. Organizational Meeting on Monday, Nov.
8th at 7:00 pm in the Greenup Room in MLK Jr Union.
Come check our group out! Everyone welcome! Find out
who gets the fish!!!
UNIVERSITY BOARD. All UB meeting on 11/9/99 at
7:00 pm in Arcola/Tuscola. All committe welcome.

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any
non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and
events will be printed. All clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON
by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or Sunday events.)
Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be published. No clips will be
taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible or contains conflicting information WILL
NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited for available space.
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Clinton’s Greece trip may
have sparked bombings
ATHENS, Greece (AP) — A
bomb exploded outside a Levis
jeans store in Athens Sunday and
shots were fired outside an
American cultural center, police
said. There were no reports of
injury.
The incidents brought to five the
number of recent attacks possibly
linked to Clinton’s Nov. 13-15 trip,
despite tight security measures
already involving several thousand
police officers.
Initial police reports said a time
bomb damaged the Levis store
entrance in Athens’ northern
Halandri area. A previously
unheard of group called AntiCapitalist Action issued a deliberately misleading warning message
moments before the blast.
In the second attack, six shots
were fired at the HellenicAmerican Union in the city center.

Witnesses saw two men leave
the scene on a motorcycle. Police
believe an obscure group called
Red Line, which has attacked
American targets in the past, carried out the shooting.
Many Greeks oppose Clinton’s
trip because of the U.S. government’s leading role in NATO’s 78day bombing campaign against
Yugoslavia this year.
Although
NATO-member
Greece provided logistical support
for the campaign, Greeks largely
sympathized with fellow-Christian
Orthodox Serbs during the Kosovo
crisis.
Daily anti-Clinton demonstrations are planned in Athens and
other cities this week, but protest
organizers have promised to keep
rallies peaceful and have angrily
condemned the arson attacks as an
attempt to malign their campaign.

Indonesian separatists protest
BANDA ACEH, Indonesia (AP)
— Buoyed by East Timor’s newfound
independence, thousands of villagers
converged on this regional capital
Sunday to demand independence for
the Indonesian province of Aceh.
Arriving on foot, motorcycles
and trucks, pro-independence supporters took shelter in at least 30
mosques in Banda Aceh, the
province’s capital.
Organizers said Monday’s rally
was likely to be the biggest show yet
of anti-Indonesian sentiment in the
province at the northern tip of
Sumatra island. On Thursday, at
least 50,000 protesters marched in
the province.
Over the past decade, the
Indonesian military struggled unsuccessfully to wipe out a separatist
guerrilla movement that enjoyed
wide public support.
The independent streak of
Aceh’s people dates to their fierce
resistance to Dutch colonial rule a

century ago.
Its separatists have grown bolder
since authoritarian President
Suharto was
ousted last year and
the people of East Timor voted in a
U.N.-supervised ballot on Aug. 30 to
break away from Indonesia.
Indonesia withdrew its troops, but
only after some soldiers and their
militia allies killed, burned and looted across the former Portuguese
colony.
On Sunday, banners hanging
from street lamps in Banda Aceh
echoed East Timor’s calls for a referendum on independence. Drivers
and pedestrians donated money to
protest organizers who held out
cardboard boxes at traffic lights and
on street corners.
Last week, Indonesia’s newly
elected president, Abdurrahman
Wahid, expressed understanding of
the calls for a referendum, but then
suggested a vote was impractical.
Some in the government fear that

other regions in the archipelago
nation also will shun Jakarta’s
authority.
In an interview with The
Associated Press, the chief
spokesman for the Indonesian military ruled out a referendum in Aceh
because, unlike East Timor, it had
been always been part of independent Indonesia.
“A referendum for Aceh is not
realistic,” Maj. Gen. Sudrajat said.
In Banda Aceh, protest organizer
Muhamad Nazar said the rally
Monday would start at the city’s
main mosque. At a police barracks,
hundreds of riot officers with rattan
sticks and shields conducted drills in
preparation for the demonstration.
Fearing violence, many shop
owners in Banda Aceh planned to
close their stores before Monday’s
rally. Masir Simatupang, who sells
rice, spices and fish in a marketplace, said: “It looks like people
have referendum fever.”
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Lost and found
LOST CAMERA. Canon Z115.
Silver & Black. Very important.
Please call 345-2023.
______________________11/18

Travel
1443
_______________________11/8

For sale
Silver Besson, Baritone Made in
England,
4th
valve
Gold
Mouthpiece $1000 OBO 3498270
______________________11/12
Winter Special 1994 Yamaha FZR
600 16,000 miles $2,100.00 Firm,
234-7879 Contact Brian.
_______________________12/3

Travel
ACT NOW! Call for the best
SPRING BREAK PRICES! South
Padre,
Cancun,
Jamaica,
Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida and
Mardi Gras.
Reps needed...
Travel free, earn $$$ DISCOUNTS FOR 6+. 800-838820/www.leisuretours.com
______________________12/10
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica Bahamas,
Florida. Best prices guaranteed!
Free parties and cover charges!
Book early and receive free meal
plan! Now hiring campus reps! 1800-234-7007 www.endlesssummertours.com
______________________12/13
GO DIRECT! #1 Internet-based
company offering WHOLESALE
Spring Break packages by eliminating
middlemen!
All
Destinations! Guaranteed Lowest
Price!
1-800-367-1252,
www.springbreakdirect.com
______________________12/13
SPRING BREAK 2000. Cancun,
Mazatlan, Acapulco, Jamaica and
S. Padre. Reliable TWA flights.
Biggest Parties & Best packages.
Book by Dec 1. & SAVE up to
$200!
1.800.SURFS.UP
www.studentexpress.com
______________________12/13
SPRING BREAK 2000. Cancun,
Mazatlan, Acapulco, Jamaica,
and S. Padre.
Reliable TWA
flights. Biggest Parties and Best
Packages. Book by Dec. 1st and
Save
up
to
$200!
1.800.SURFS.UP wwwstudentexpress.com
______________________12/10
FREE TRIPS AND CASH!!!
SPRING
BREAK
2000.
StudentCity.com is looking for
Highly Motivated Students to promote Spring Break 2000!
Organize a small group and travel
FREE!!! Top campus reps can
earn a Free Trip & over $10,000!
Choose Cancun, Jamaica or
Nassau! Book Trips On-Line Log
In and win FREE Stuff. Sign Up
Now
On
Line!
www.StudentCity.com or 800/293-

These folks just got
done advertising
with the DAILY
EASTERN NEWS...

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

BY MIKE PETERS

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

BY MIKE PETERS

just look how elated
they are. Wouldn’t you
like to feel that way?

Need money
for clothes?

Sell your stuff in the
Daily Eastern News and
make money!
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Swimmers continue dominance at home
By Kristin Rojek
Staff writer

After three grueling weeks on the road,
the men’s and women’s swim teams enjoyed
a weekend at home and showed their
strength as the women captured their second
consecutive win at the Panther Open and the
men finished second.
“It’s always an advantage being at home
and at this point in the season we had an
exceptional meet and each individual swam
exceptionally well,” head coach Ray
Padovan said.
“Across the board, with a few exceptions, everyone did much better than last
year.”
On the women’s side, Amber Aurit won
several events, along with teammates
Amanda Dore and Courtney Werbe, contributing to many of the team’s points this
weekend.
Freshman Allison McKinney also had a
tremendous contribution to the team and
Padovan believes she has been swimming
better this season than she has in her life.
“The women put in a total team effort and
came off real solid,” Padovan said.
“They’re living off their depth whereas
the men keyed on 6-7 individual performances.”
Because of the small size of the team, a
mere two or three more competitors for the
Panthers this weekend could have provided
the key elements for a win.
“The men were only 31 points behind
Northern Iowa, but we were extremely

happy to be as close as we were,” Padovan
said. “When you get into the bigger meets
it’s the top of the lineup that matters.”
Senior Matt Bos had a successful weekend along with freshman Josh Kirsenball,
and Padovan believes both have been
improving consistently throughout the season.
Padovan has already seen major improvements in the team compared to where they
were last year at this time.
“This was a key meet for us because it was
a big invite and it was at home,” Padovan said.
“We were mentally and physically geared up. If
we improve after this week instead of dropping
off, it will very much be a positive season.”
Having success this weekend, and looking forward to another home meet Friday,
Padovan feels this confidence makes coming
to practice and working harder easier and
more fun.
“It’s fun because after traveling three
weeks in a row, it’s nice to be home and with
a dual meet early Friday it gives us a chance
to experience the weekend,” Padovan said.
“It’s part of the college experience.”
With a simple dual meet next weekend,
this week’s practices will be harder work for
the Panthers. And with the short week of
four days to practice before preparing for the
competition, it’s a harder caliber of practice.
“We rested a day and a half for this weekend’s invite, which is a little unusual, but
we’ll have a harder week and we’ll be able
to get practice in this weekend,” Padovan
said.
“We’re looking forward to a good year.”

Adriene Weller / Staff photographer
Panther swimmer Gayle Tanis competes in the 200-yard backstroke at the Panther Open this weekend. Eastern’s women won the meet while the men took second.

Panther wrestlers use opener for evaluation
McCausland keys in
on individuals at
Eastern Michigan
By Kristin Rojek
Staff writer

Without knowing who their competition
would be heading into the weekend, the
Panther wrestling team turned out a successful
finish at the Eastern Michigan Open, placing
three individuals at its season opener.
“It was a good competition for us and it
gave us a means to evaluate our guys with,”
head coach Ralph McCausland said.
After a 4-0 finish, Mike Kelly earned first
place, wrestling at 165, while fellow teammates
Mike Russow and Zach Derrico placed second
and fourth respectively.
“It was unfortunate for Todd Miller because
he and Zach had to wrestle prior to placing and
Derrico beat out Miller, so we had to knock
down one of our own guys,” McCausland said.
Joe Gadson also went 2-2 this weekend to
round out the Panthers’ top competitors.
The team hasn’t been compared with its

Mandy Marshall / Photo editor
Joe Gassen attempts to lock a teammates ankles in practice earlier in the season. The Panthers had
a good individual performance in their opener at Eastern Michigan.
opponents’ numbers yet, so an overall place for
Eastern was unknown.
Although things may have been a little rusty
this weekend, McCausland said it was a good

weekend overall for the team.
“For the numbers we saw, we did well,”
McCausland said. “We had good leadership
and experience.”

The Panthers took a select group to the tournament, leaving the younger men to wait in the
wings, but the returning experience looks to be
one of the team’s main strengths.
“Looking at the three national qualifiers,
they’re farther ahead of where they were last
year,” McCausland said. “Between Derrico
placing at a tough meet and the junior college
kids, we have a good group blend and good
chemistry.”
There are still adjustments that need to be
made, and McCausland was able to look at
those aspects of the team this weekend and
realizes what the team still needs to sharpen.
“We need to improve on conditioning
because we’re not nearly at the level we need to
be at,” McCausland said.
“That’s mainly what we need to focus on,
but as a whole, everything is broken down individually. Different guys have different situations and different situations need to be dealt
with on an individual basis.”
Next weekend the Panthers will face a much
bigger arena of competition and the team realizes the differences next weekend will pose
compared to this weekend’s season opener.
“We want to see a progression next weekend because it’s a larger turnout with Michigan,
Michigan State and Indiana, and we need to
elevate our competition,” McCausland said.
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Alpha Sigma
T au
would like to thank
Ryan Tendick
of Delta Chi
for being a wonderful
sweetheart
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wanted call The Daily Eastern News @ 581-2812.

T H E R E SA ! !

Happy 19th birthday!
Love, Us

Do you have an outstanding talent that you would like to
display? Then sign up for the greatest talent show of the
year. The University Board Comedy Committee invites
you to audition and preform for great prizes. For information, get an application at the front desk of Taylor,
Nov. 8th & 9th
Lawson,Carmen, and Stevenson or
from the Student Activity Center on the 5:00 to 10:00p.m
second floor of the Union. Hurry and Nov. 10th thru 12th
get your act together and become the 4:00 to 6:00p.m
Nov. 13th
performer of the Millennium.
1:00 to 3:00p.m
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Big plays kill Eastern

Eastern gears up
for NBC Thunder
Men’s basketball
team opens up
with exhibition
By Bill Ruthhart
Associate sports editor

Eric Wolters / Staff photographer
Panther tailback J.R. Taylor runs away from defenders in last week’s loss to Western Kentucky. The Panthers dropped their
ninth game of the year Saturday at Southeast Missouri.

Panthers fall to 1-9 on the season, 1-5 in OVC
By Kyle Bauer
Sports editor

With a minute and a half left in the
first half of Eastern’s 45-38 loss to
Southeast Missouri State Saturday,
the Panthers were moving the ball
and threatening to score. The
Panthers took the ball to the 35-yard
line before an Anthony Buich pass
was intercepted.
The Otahkians proceeded to
march the ball downfield and score
extending their lead to 31-17 taking
away the Panthers’ momentum.
“We had the momentum; the kids
felt good and we had a good opportunity to score, but instead we made a
bad pass and they intercepted and
then scored,” offensive coordinator
Roy Wittke said. “To the kids credit,
they battled back and did a good job
in the second half of giving themselves an opportunity to win the
game.
“We did good offensively and
moved the ball for the majority of the
game, but in crucial situations we
came up short and failed to capitalize
on key opportunities.”

The inter- Football
ception, along
with a questionable call on a
fumble recovery later in the
game, took the momentum out of the
Panthers’ hands. Early in the fourth
quarter, Eastern fumbled on the
SEMO 4-yard line and Nathan Kreke
appeared to come away with the ball,
but the officials gave possession to
the Otahkians.
“It was a bad call,” head coach
Bob Spoo said. “They’ve got to see
the whole play to its completion. That
fumble was just a bad call.”
Once again, the Panthers seemingly played good enough to win.
“We gave up some big plays again
and those obviously hurt,” head
coach Bob Spoo said. “We didn’t
convert a couple of fourth downs. It
was a great effort and some fine individual performances by our guys,” he
said. “We had our chances but we let
them off the hook too many times.”
Aside from the interception at the
end of the first half, Buich racked up
some impressive numbers, complet-

EIU 38
SEMO 45

ing 36 of his 49 pass attempts.
“Anthony Buich for the most part
had a good game,” Wittke said.
“Those numbers are obviously good,
but we didn’t win because we didn’t
execute.”
But as good as Buich’s numbers
were, he was outdone by SEMO
quarterback Rashad West. West completed 11 of his 17 pass attempts for
183 yards and was also the team’s
second leading rusher, running for 94
yards.
“He was the difference in the
game, I think,” Spoo said. “We couldn’t control him. He had some big
plays and a lot of yards rushing,” he
said. “It was the big plays that hurt us
again.”
The coaches all agreed the team
played well enough to win, but came
up short in the end.
“It’s bad when you lay it on the
line and have a strong desire to win,”
Spoo said. “You feel dispirited and
angry, but we’ve got two more to go.
“We’re going to go through and
finish it the right way,” he said. “Each
guy has his own conscience to deal
with to fulfill the rest of the season.”

Men’s basketball head
coach Rick Samuels will begin
his 20th season at Eastern’s
helm tonight when the Panthers
take on the NBC Thunder in
exhibition action.
The Panthers will begin the
quest for their first Ohio Valley
Conference
Championship
when they take the floor at
Lantz Gymnasium tonight at 7
p.m. against the Thunder, who
are 0-2 on the young season
following losses to Bradley and
Illinois.
Although tonight’s game
doesn’t count toward the season record, the Panthers will be
pumped to take the floor
against the exhibition team
composed of former college
players.
“We’re building for the season and certainly our guys can
expect to see season-like play,”
Samuels said.
“And they need to know
how to play in game situations,
and how to play in game condition.”
And while tonight’s game
doesn’t count as a real game,
the excitement and intensity of
a regular season contest will
still be present.
“I don’t put much stock in
(the exhibition games),” Samuels
said. “But it’s a game and our
players get excited for games and
I get excited for games.”
Samuels says the game will
help him get a feel for which
players play well with each
other.
“The exhibition games build
character and they help us find
our what kind of combinations
of players play well together,”
Samuels said.

Samuels plans to get his
players as much preseason
experience as possible, but he
stressed it won’t turn into a circus act on the floor.
“We want to get as many
guys as we can into the game,”
he said. “But it’s not intramurals, it’s not a free for all.”
Tonight’s game will give
Samuels and his coaching staff
an opportunity to gauge their
team’s play on both sides of the
ball.
“We want to see how we
handle our defense and our
understanding of general defensive principles,” Samuels said.
“We also want to see where we
are offensively and how our
offense flows.”
Defensively, Samuels believes
this year’s club will be able to put
the hurt on opposing offenses
more effectively than in some of
the years past.
“One thing we can do more
of this year is play a more up
tempo defense,” he said. “So
we can wear on teams a lot
more than last year.”
Fans can expect to see a
more up tempo style of play
this year, but don’t look for the
Panthers to abandon their effective style of motion offense.
“Everyone is ready to play
and we want to attack with
more pressure and play with a
more aggressive style this
year,” Samuels said.
“Look for a more up tempo
offense, but the thing that will
still make us unique is our style
of motion offense which is different than what other people
consistently do.”
The Panthers haven’t done
much scouting of their opponent entering the game, but
Samuels said his players have
an idea of the Thunder’s
strength and weaknesses.
And the Thunder will have a
basic idea of Eastern’s style of
play as their head coach Danny
Beard is a former assistant
under Samuels and long-time
Panther coach Don Eddy.

Need a reason
to smile?

Advertise... one ad
in the DEN
Classified will
make $ for you!

8:00 p.m

Jim Wand
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Sweeping through the OVC Blackwell turns in
career performance

Panthers gain two
pivotal OVC wins,
await Otahkians

Junior Kim Blackwell, in a
pivotal match against Austin
Peay, had a career night for the
Panthers.
Blackwell, an outside hitter
from Chicago Ridge, finished
with a match high and career
high 33 digs. She was able to
accomplish this feat in only four
games, which included a 17 dig
second game. The 33 digs is the
third highest total in school history with the record being 35,
last accomplished by senior outside hitter Meleah Cutler.

By Troy Hinkel
Staff writer

TSU
EIU

0
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Anything you can
do I can do Better

Eric Wolters / Staff photographer
Senior Meleah Cutler extends for a ball in the Panthers win over Austin Peay
Friday. Eastern went on to beat Tennessee State Saturday as well.
head coach Andrew Epperly’s guarantee of a win over Austin Peay to a
victory against the tough conference
foe. Eastern won the match 15-8, 1618, 15-2, and 15-10 in front of a
crowd that totaled over 600 people.
“I think the loudness of the crowd
helped with the tempo of the game,”
sophomore middle hitter Leslie
Przekwas said.
The Panthers won the first game
easily before losing a tough second
game in which Epperly received a
yellow card for arguing a bad call.
The call got the team fired up and
they came out in the third and fourth
game, destroying Austin Peay to take

the match.
Kim Blackwell had a career-high
33 digs in the match. She also added
17 kills while hitting .350. Przekwas
also tied her career-high with 17 kills,
while hitting .333.
“Kim hit great tonight and Leslie
is doing the job in the middle for us
offensively,” Epperly said.
Eastern faces their most important
game of the year Tuesday as they
travel to Cape Girardeau to take on
Southeast Missouri. The chance to
host the OVC tournament rests on a
victory against the Otahkians, who
are currently in first place in the
OVC with a 13-1 record.

The confidence of the
Panthers seemed to grow in the
second game of the Austin Peay
match.
Behind the whole game,
Eastern fought back from a
game point 14-9 deficit. During
the game, the Governors would
make incredible shots that the
Panthers would dig and follow
with an even better shot.
Eastern came back to make
the score 16-15 in that second
game before Austin Peay won it
18-16.
Even though they lost the
game, the Panthers had an attitude of, ‘anything they can do,
we can do better,’ and that propelled them into a spanking of
the Governors in the third game
15-2 and then 15-10 in the
fourth game for the match victory.

Youthful woes
Tennessee State has the worst
record in the OVC this year at 0-

Monday at
Tommy Boy

At Saturday’s match against
Tennessee State, the Panthers
celebrated senior day, which
marked the end of an era for
Eastern’s volleyball team.
The last regular season home
match was an opportunity for
fans and players to say goodbye
to two players that have been
playing in Panther blue for the
last four years.
Meleah Cutler and Cari
Stuchly both are graduating at
the end of the year, and will be
missed by the team but even
more importantly, they will miss
playing.
“It’s sad because I feel like I
should still be a freshman,”
senior Meleah Cutler said, “And
this could be my last match at
home.”
Cari Stuchly had many of the
same sentiments that Cutler had.
“It’s been a great four years,”
she said. “And it’s sad to say I
am done because I will miss it .”

Bottles
MGD & MGD LITE LONGNECKS

$1 16oz. Drafts
$3 Pitchers
PLUS.....$1.25 Bottles & Cocktails
L U N C H S P E C I A L Southwester n Chicken
& Fries $2. 99

Monday Night Football
345-STIX

20 oz drafts $1.50

Lunch 11am-2pm
Chicken Salad Sandwich w/chips $3.50

All you can eat buffet
$4.95

Express Lunch Menu Available

Dinner 5pm-9pm

Nev
Never a Cov
Cover•

Smothered Chicken, choice of 2 sides
& side salad $6.50

Dance Floor w/DJ

STRESSED

about how
you’re going
to pay the
rent???

Adver tise
and make
money!!!

Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PICTURE AND MESSAGE
The Daily Eastern News
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The men of Sigma Chi would like
to thank
Stephanie Brooks
of ΑΓ∆
for being a great sweetheart.

The men of Sigma Chi would like
to congratulate
Susie Rapp
on becoming our new sweetheart.
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$1

Sad feelings

SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!
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Fueled by a guarantee and an
emotional goodbye, Eastern’s volleyball team was able to gain two pivotal
conference victories this weekend.
Saturday, Eastern (19-8, 13-2) had
senior day to honor the achievements
of the two
seniors on the Volleyball (Nov. 5)
squad, Meleah
Cutler and Cari
Stuchly.
Eastern beat
Ohio Valley Volleyball (Nov. 6)
Conference
cellar dwellers
Tennessee State
(0-16, 0-29) 154, 15-5, and 159. Eastern hit a .343 kill percentage,
with five players hitting over .400,
while holding the Tigers to a .085 kill
percentage.
Karen Liss led the Panthers with
12 kills while Colette Walz added 10
kills and 13 digs, both of which are
season highs. Cutler finished with 11
kills and a .450 kill percentage, while
Stuchly had a match-high 22 assists
in what could be the seniors last
home match.
“Meleah is the greatest player I
have ever played with,” junior outside
hitter Kim Blackwell said. “And Cari
is one of the best setters that I have
ever played with.”
Sophomore Amy Heimann
agreed that it will be hard to replace
the seniors.
“It will be a big deal next year to
fill their roles,” she said. “Because
they are both great players and they
will be missed a lot.”
Friday, the Panthers rode interim

16. They
have not
been able
to win a
match all
season.
ball
However,
olleytes
V
their losing
No
ways are
partially
explained by a look at their roster.
The Tigers dress seven freshman, three sophomores, one
junior and one senior. With the
lack of experience they have, it
is no wonder they have not been
able to record a win.

ΣΧ ΣΧ ΣΧ ΣΧ ΣΧ ΣΧ ΣΧ ΣΧ ΣΧ ΣΧ ΣΧ ΣΧ ΣΧ ΣΧ ΣΧ
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Missouri Valley tough for young Panthers
Following loss to Bradley, men’s soccer team finishes season winless in the MVC
By Kyle Bauer
Sports editor

Competition in the Missouri Valley
Conference can be tough – especially for
young players.
The men’s soccer team learned that lesson
all season long and received one last reminder
Friday as it dropped its final game of the season to Bradley 4-1.
“Bradley is a strong team,” head coach
Tim McClements said. “They are very strong

up-front. We played well Men’s soccer
in the first half after they
scored two goals, but it EIU
put us in a big hole.”
Bradley
Those first two goals
of the game came courtesy of Gavin Glinton in the first seven minutes of the game. He later added one more to
finish the day with three.
The loss dropped the Panthers to 6-11-1,
0-6-1 in MVC competition.
“The guys came away from the game

1
4

knowing there were specific issues to deal
with,” McClements said. “We are very young
and we have started a lot of freshmen and
sophomores.
“They just have to stick together,” he said.
“We have a strong team; we are just young
and with a young team there are always peaks
and valleys.”
Eastern’s lone goal came off of the foot of
Ben Cox 39 minutes into the game but it was
not nearly enough.
Although the Panthers lost and finished

Scoreboard
EIU CALENDAR
Today
7 p.m. – Men’s basketball vs. NBC
Thunder, Lantz Gymnasium

Tuesday
7 p.m. – Volleyball at Southeast
Missouri State

NBA
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L GB
Boston
3
1 —
New York
3
1 —
Miami
2
1 0.5
Orlando
2
2 1
Washington
1
2 1.5
New Jersey
0
3 2.5
Philadelphia
0
3 2.5
Central Division
Milwaukee
3
0 —
Cleveland
3
1 0.5
Charlotte
2
1 1.0
Indiana
2
1 1.0
Toronto
2
1 1.0
Atlanta
1
2 2.0
Chicago
0
3 3.0
Detroit
0
4 3.5
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W L
GB
San Antonio
3
0 —
Dallas
2
1 1.0
Minnesota
1
1 1.5
Utah
1
2 2.0
Vancouver
1
2 2.0
Denver
1
2 2.0
Houston
0
3 3.0
Pacific Division
Portland
4
0
Seattle
3
0
L.A. Lakers
2
1
Phoenix
1
1
Sacramento
1
1
L.A. Clippers 1
2
Golden State 0
3

—
0.5
1.5
2.0
2.0
2.5
3.5

New England
Indianapolis
Buffalo
N.Y. Jets

6 2 0
6 2 0
6 3 0
2 6 0
Central
Jacksonville
7 1 0
Tennessee
6 1 0
Pittsburgh
4 3 0
Baltimore
3 5 0
Cincinnati
1 7 0
Cleveland
1 8 0
West
Seattle
4 2 0
Kansas City
5 3 0
San Diego
4 3 0
Oakland
4 4 0
Denver
2 6 0
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W L T
Washington
5 3 0
N.Y. Giants
5 3 0
Dallas
4 3 0
Arizona
2 5 0
Philadelphia
2 7 0
Central
Detroit
6 2 0
Minnesota
4 4
0
Green Bay
4 4 0
Chicago
4 5 0
Tampa Bay
3 4 0
West
St. Louis
6 2 0
San Francisco 3 4 0
Carolina
3 5 0
Atlanta
2 7 0
New Orleans
1 6 0
Sunday’s Results
*Tennessee at Miami
Jacksonville 30,Atlanta 7
Carolina 33, Philadelphia 7
Baltimore 41, Cleveland 9
Detroit 31, St. Louis 27
Chicago 14, Green Bay 13
Indianapolis 25, Kansas City 17
New York Jets, 12, Arizona 7
Buffalo 34, Washington 17
Tampa Bay 31, New Orleans 16
Denver 33, Sand Diego 17
Seattle 37, Cincinnati 20
Pittsburgh 27, San Francisco 6

NHL

NFL
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W L T
Miami
6 1 0

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L T
Philadelphia
8 5 2
New Jersey
7 4 2

(Larner kick)
Eastern Ill-Kreke 4 pass from Buich
(Larner kick)
Se Missouri St-Cumberford 23 run
(Carriere kick)
Se Missouri St-Benson 75 run
(Carriere kick)
Eastern Ill-Massat 13 pass from
Buich (Larner kick)

N.Y. Rangers
4 8 3
N.Y. Islanders
3 7 2
Pittsburgh
2 6 3
Northeast Division
W L T
Toronto
10 4 2
Ottawa
10 3 1
Boston
6 5 4
Buffalo
6 7 2
Montreal
3 10 1
Southeast Division
W L T
Florida
7 4 2
Carolina
5 5 3
Washington
4 6 2
Tampa Bay
4 6 1
Atlanta
3 6 2
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
W L T
Detroit
8 2 2
St. Louis
8 5 0
Nashville
4 7 1
Chicago
3 6 4
Northwest Division
W L T
Vancouver
8 3 2
Colorado
7 5 2
Edmonton
4 4 3
Calgary
4 9 2
Pacific Division
W L T
San Jose
11 6 1
Los Angeles
9 4 3
Phoenix
8 4 3
Dallas
7 7 1
Anaheim
6 5 2

COLLEGE
Eastern Ill
7 10 14 7
Se Missouri St 14 17 14 0

38
45

Scoring Summary:
Se Missouri St-West 4 run
(Carriere kick)
Se Missouri St-Weaver 62 pass from
West (Carriere kick)
Eastern Ill-Jr Taylor 7 run
(Larner kick)
Se Missouri St-R Smith 3 run
(Carlson kick)
Eastern Ill-Kreke 5 pass from Buich
(Larner kick)
Se Missouri St-FG Carlson 42
Eastern Ill-FG Larner 32
Se Missouri St-West 18 run
(Carriere kick)
Eastern Ill-Jr Taylor 4 run

EIU
SEMO
First downs
27
22
Rushed-yards
34-53 52385
Passing yards
435
183
Sacked-yards lost
1-7
2-13
Return yards
35
15
Passes
36-49-1 11-17-0
Punts
2-45.5
3-24.7
Fumbles-lost
1-1
1-1
Penalties-yards
11-63 13-91
Time of possession 32:43
27:17
Individual Statistics
RUSHING: Eastern Ill-Mcdavid 15-27,
Jr Taylor 8-14, Brown 3-7,
Buich 8-5. Se Missouri St-Benson 7125, West 12-94, Koleosho
15-77, Cumberford 9-53, R Smith 833, Flint 1-3.
PASSING: Eastern Ill-Buich 36-49-1435. Se Missouri St-West
11-17-0-183.
RECEIVING: Eastern Ill-Massat 9112, Cutolo 8-85, Jr Taylor
6-84, Smith 3-31, Kreke 3-30, Alsop 323, Bumphus 2-51, G Davis
2-19. Se Missouri St-Weaver 4-99,
Dunaway 3-24, Borne 1-33,
Huling 1-19, R Smith 1-7, Cumberford
1-1.
Att: 3,125

Football
Ohio Valley Conference
Standings
Tennessee State
Murray State
TennesseeTech
Eastern Kentucky
Western Kentucky
Southeast Missouri
Eastern Illinois
Tennessee-Martin

OVC
5-0
5-1
4-2
3-2
4-3
2-4
1-5
0-7

Overall
9-0
6-3
5-3
6-3
5-4
3-7
1-9
1-9

Braviere
from Page 12
Volleyball
OVC Standings
Southeast Missouri
Eastern Illinois
Austin Peay
Tennessee Tech
Murray State
Middle Tennessee
Eastern Kentucky
Morehead State
Tennessee-Martin
Tennessee State

OVC
12-1
12-2
11-3
9-4
8-5
7-8
5-7
3-10
2-13
0-14

Overall
21-5
19-8
18-8
11-8
14-8
12-14
10-15
4-21
6-19
0-26

Soccer
Womens’ OVC Standings
Eastern Illinois
Southeast Missouri
Tennessee Tech
Middle Tennessee
Morehead State
Tennessee-Martin

OVC Overall
3-0
7-9
2-1-1 3-6-1
3-2
5-12
2-1-1 9-7-1
2-3
4-13
0-4
0-17

Men’s MVC Standings
MVC
Creighton
4-0-2
Southwest Missouri St. 4-1-1
Vanderbilt
4-2-0
Evansville
3-2-1
W. Kentucky
3-3-0
Bradley
2-4-0
Drake
1-4-1
Eastern
0-5-1

Overall
14-0-3
10-3-2
10-7-0
9-7-1
14-4-0
7- 9 -0
4-12-1
6-10-1

INTRAMURALS
Floor Hockey
Men’s A
Delta Chi Hiz Haus 8, Sig Ep Money 2
Sigma Nu Gold 3, Team Kindhouse 3
Sigma Pi Gold 6, TKE Gold 0
Sig Ep Red win by forfeit
Lambda Chi Alpha win by forfeit
Men’s B
Delta Sig White win by forfeit
Sigma Chi Pledges 8,
Pike unactives 2
Women’s
Tri-Sigma 8, Leapin’ Lizards 0

Co-Rec Basketball
Big Dunk win by forfeit
Boukias 68, Playin Without Brad 57
Alpha Phi/Sig Pi 53, Geto Boys/Geto
Girls 35
Papa Jon’s 53, Tri Sigma/Lambda Chi
Alpha 41

Make your intramural or club sports announcements
on the DEN Scoreboard.Call Kyle or Bill at 581-7944.

Thinking of
ways to make
money???
One ad in the
Daily Eastern
News Classified
will make

moneyfor
you!

the season winless in conference play, the
team can still take some encouragement away
from the season.
“I think we have been in about every
game.” McClements said. “In the spring we
will have an opportunity to put players in different situations.
“There is less pressure and this year we
stuck freshman right into the fire and they
responded well,” he said.
“But that doesn’t mean they’re there. Our
big task now is to add a few players.”

“The fans are what get us
going,” OVC Freshman of the
Year Cara LeMaster said. “This is
just as much our championship as
it is theirs.”
How much can one team go
through, and not give up on their
season?
Apparently a lot. Eastern went
through a coaching change midway through the season. The
Panthers suffered through a
lengthy losing streak after the
change and an injury to goalie to
Jessica Graczyk, but they never
once gave up on themselves or
their team.
“We’ve had many issues this
year that have been beyond our
control,” senior Valerie Pourch
said.
“But we came together, and
stayed strong throughout.”
It’s just not possible for these
girls to be down emotionally.
Even after all the things that
they’ve gone through, the
Panthers always had a positive
attitude about their play. Whether
they lose 2-0, or win 2-0, they
remain the same upbeat team.

Title
from Page 12
brought Southeast Missouri versus the top seed Eastern Illinois.
Eastern dominated the game
throughout, but couldn’t find the

This is a product of assistant
coach Adam Howarth instilling
this quality into his players.
Eastern came through this
weekend and showed what
they’re made of.
The Panthers have come back
through it all from a hard fought
battle in the semi-finals in which
Southeast Missouri took the
Panthers to overtime to the championship game on Sunday, where
Tennessee Tech struck fear in the
hearts of the Eastern players by
scoring in the first four minutes.
After a tough loss this season
to Illinois State, Eastern’s only
loss at home this season, the
Panthers came together and
decided that they were going to
take the conference.
“We regrouped and refocused,” junior OVC Player of the
Year Carole Griggs said. “We
decided to get on the same page
as a team and win the OVC.”
Maybe this is a sign of things
to come for women’s soccer at
Eastern. And maybe it isn’t.
But no matter what happens
with this program in the years to
come, if future players have the
same perseverance and heart as
the players did this year, then the
women’s soccer team will be winners despite win-loss records.

back of the net until a penalty
kick by Devon Bissel put the
Panthers up 1-0.
With just 3:46 left in the game
Southeast Missouri’s Nichole Thiele
tied up the score on just the third
shot on goal by SEMO all match
long. The goal sent the game into
overtime.

Watson Watch
Broncos 33, Chargers 17
Game stats:

Kick returns:
Punt returns:
4-106 yds; 26.5 avg. 3-12 yds; 4.0 avg.
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Women take the Valley
Panthers defeat
Tennessee Tech
for OVC crown
By Anthony Braviere
Staff writer

The Ohio Valley Conference
women’s soccer tournament was
held this weekend at Lakeside
Field and, as expected, Eastern
came out on top and proved it is
the best team in the conference.
In Sunday’s championship
game, the Panthers took on
Tennessee Tech, but came out
flat in the first
Women’s soccer
15 minutes of
the match and
were dominated throughout
the first half.
“They are definitely the best
team in the conference by far,”
Tennessee Tech head coach Greg
Stone said.
With a lackadaisical effort to
start out the match, the Panthers
gave up a goal off the foot of
Tennessee Tech’s Angela Freund.
The goal put Tech up 1-0.
In the next 10 minutes of the
game, the Golden Eagles had
three more quality scoring
chances from within 20 yards of
the net, with one of the shots hitting the cross bar, and the others
were stopped on great saves by
Panther keeper Jeanine Fredrick.
“Their keeper came up big for
them today,” Stone said.
“She really kept them in the
game and I don’t think they
would’ve won without her play
today.”
With 25:37 left in the half,
Eastern got the goal back on a
strike from junior midfielder and
OVC Tournament Most Valuable
Player Carole Griggs.
“Carole came up huge for us
today,” assistant coach Adam
Howarth said.
“She is the MVP of the tournament in my mind.”
Tennessee Tech had two more
scoring opportunities in the first
half, but the Panther defense
thwarted both with great defen-

TTU
EIU

(Top) Junior
midfielder Ida
Hakansson gets
caught in the
middle of a fight
for the ball in
Eastern’s 4-1 win
over Tennessee
Tech in the Ohio
Valley Conference
championship
match Sunday.
(Right) Junior
Carole Griggs
hugs graduate
assistant Ashley
Rogers after
Sunday’s match.
Griggs scored the
Panther’s first goal
of the game.
Kyle Bauer/ Staff
photographer
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sive efforts by Brooke O’Connell
and Courtney Roth.
With 32:56 left in the game,
midfielder Jean Gehrke scored
off a direct free kick from 45
yards out to make the score 2-1 in
Eastern’s favor.
“I usually try and aim for just
under the crossbar when I shoot
from there,” Gehrke said. “It was
about 30 percent luck and 70 percent skill.”
At the 11:56 mark of the second half the Panthers iced the
match with a goal off of a header
from OVC Player of the Year Ida
Hakansson. The goal came on an
assist from Shanna Hozman.
Hakansson’s header gave
Eastern a 3-1 lead which held up
throughout the rest of the game.
“We wanted to come out and
prove that we could stay with any
team in the conference, and that’s
just what we did,” OVC
Freshman of the Year Cara
LeMaster said.
Sunday’s game marked the
end of Eastern’s season, as they
were not among the teams selected for the NCAA tournament
field announced Sunday night.
The first round of the tournament started Friday, and the first
game pitted the No. 3 seed
Middle Tennessee against the
No. 6 seed Tennessee-Martin.
Middle Tennessee dominated
the entire game, winning 6-1
behind two goals from Allison
Schulz to move into the semifinals on Saturday.
In other first round action
Friday, No. 4 seeded Southeast
Missouri took on the No. 5 seed
Morehead State.
A shutout by Southeast
Missouri goalie and AllTournament selection Beth
Guccione helped the Otahkians
win 2-0.
Semi-final action Saturday
had Middle Tennessee taking on
the No. 2 seed Tennessee Tech,
who had a bye in the first round.
An Elizabeth Maskey goal with
just over 12 minutes left in the
game clinched the game for
Tennessee Tech as they beat the
Blue Raiders 3-2.
The other side of the bracket
See TITLE Page 11

They truly are champs

A

fter a season in which Eastern’s women’s
soccer team has gone through coaching
changes, injuries, and early-season losing
streaks, the Panthers came together and
proved they are true champions.
Not only have their physical talents won them a
regular season and conference tournament title, but
their attitude, character, and heart have won them a
championship in the public eye.
How many teams do you know that after they win
go over to the fans and thank them for coming out
and supporting them at their home games?
“We wanted to do something to show that we are
appreciative of the crowd participation,” assistant head
coach Adam Howarth said, “I’m so glad that we can
do something to show these people how much we
appreciate their support.”
With the Panther football team struggling this season with a 1-9 record, women’s soccer was something

that the student body and
the community could
rally around.
This was especially
true at Sunday’s OVC
tournament championship game. Not only
were the players’ parents on hand, but people from the communiAnthony Braviere
ty and members of the
Staff writer
student body attended.
email: cuafb12@pen.eiu.edu
People wanted to be
a part of this team and
Eastern’s players wanted to win – if not for themselves, then for the fans that came out this weekend.

Back of the net

See BRAVIERE Page 11

